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Abstract

Deuterium nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy u/as used to explore

molecular motions in the mesophases of 4-n -pentyloxybenzylid.ene-d1-4,_heptyl_

aniline and 4 - n-pentyloxybenzylidene-4,-heptylaniline-2,8,5,6 - d,a. T'e zee-

man and quadrupolar spin-lattice relaxation times'ñ/ere measured as a function of

temperature at 15.3 MHz and.46 MHz using a broadband multipie-pulse sequence.

We found that quite different motional mechanisms are involved between the ,,dis-

ordered" liquid-like phases (nematic, smectic A and C phases) and the ,,ordered.,,

solid-like phases (smectic B and G phases).

Firstly, in the "disordered" liquid.-like phases, the motional spectral densities

can only be interpreted by invoking director fluctuations and. moiecular reorienta-

tion as reiaxation mechanisms for the deuteron spins at the methine and ring sites.

The contribution from director fluctuations is more or less the same in the nematic,

smectic A and C phases of 50.7. We compared Nordio's model and the third. rate

model of molecular reorientation and found that the third rate model is more ao-

propriate in the present study. Rotational diffusion constants were determined as a

function of temperature in these mesophases.

Secondly, in the "ordered" solid-like phases, ihe modei of restricted. libration of

molecular rotation about the long z¡4 axis is need.ed to explain the spectrai density

data. This biased motional model is a simple extension of the third rate model.

The observed temperature, site and. frequency dependences of the relaxation data



can be ûtted well in the smectic B and G phases. The biaxiat terms in the spectral

densities are found to vanish as long as the director is aligned wiih th.e external

field. The lack of discontinuities at uniaxial-biaxial phase transitions is preclicted

by the appropriate theory.

l1t
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Chapter L

fntroduction

Liquid crystals are composed of flexible organic molecuies and are capable of form-

ing different ordered structures in their mesophases. Nuclear magnetic resonance

(NMR) is a spectroscopic technique which can provide information on the molecu-

Iar dynamics of liquid crystals [1]. Mesogenic molecules usualiy contain a rigid core

and one or more pendant alkyi chains. Recentiy internal dynamics of mesogenic

molecules have attracted much efforts; both experimental and theoretical studies

have been carried out. Experimentafl¡ deuterium NMR can be used to probe rela-

tions among the NMR observables.

The spectroscopic timescare for 2H NMR, r, È ? x 10-6s, is rong enough to

render appreciable motional-averaging due to molecular motions. Thus NMR oc-

cupies a unique place among spectroscopic techniques. The slow motions, which

have correlation time r" ) rs, have negligible influence on the NMR spectrum.

The fast motions, i.e' T" K r", have a large influence on the spectrum d.ue to

motional-averaging of spin interactions over fast motions. The site specificity of

deuterons is often evident in the 2H NMR spectrum, and the thermally driven

molecular motion can be studied by spin reraxation time measurements.

1.1 Basic NMR



The application of a magnetic field F6 produces an interaction energy of

'l1z : -F. Èo: -1Iti t Êo -- -yfzúsI, (1)

where y' is ihe nuclear magnetic moment, 7 is the gyromagnetic ratio , -f- is the

nuclear spin operator and the field .Iío ir tu,k"t along the 27 direction of a laboratory

frame. The effect of an alternating magnetic field f/"(t) - H,ocos øú is analyzed by

decomposing it into two rotating components, each of amplitude f/1 : H,o/2 and,

one rotating clockwise while the other counterclockwise [2,3].

ffr(îcosuti-jsinc.rú)

flr(îcosc.'t-jsinøf) (2)

The .ã¿ and, Èt differ just by ø changing sign to -u. Without loss in generality,

r,¡/e use ,l : urÈ to write

Ér(t) : Ht(î cosu"t * jsinc,;,ú)

Since F : ^ri, where p- is the angular momentum of the spinning nucleus, the

motion of the magnetic moment in a magnetic field satisfies the following equation:

d,u dD
- -,*:'YFxHat dt

The total macroscopic magnetization, AV, i" the vector sum of the magnetic mo-

ments. Thus, the vectorial sum of eq. (4) produces the equation of motion

É*

Ê"

(3)

(4)

dM
dt

: 1ùr, È : tul x 1 fm +Æ,f¿ll (Ð)



The iime

(î' , j' ,Ê'¡ thut

both Æ1 and

becomes:

dependence of ãr can be eliminated by using a coordinate system

rotates about the laboratory z¡-direction at a frequeÍLcy uz. Then

F6 will be static in such a coordinate system. The above equation

:t xlfr'@"itro)*î,1H11 (6)

Note that the a" term is associated with the derivative of a rotating unit vector.

At exact resonance, the alternating field effectively cancels the effect of the static

field. Therefore, a, i 1Ho approaches zero by seiting az : -(¿ a,Ld

dav
dt

Ê"rÍ : fr'(no -|) + nrr

Equation (7) states that in the rotating frame, the magnetization acts as though it

is effectively experiencing a static magnetic freId, É"¡¡. The magnetization therefore

precesses in a cone of fixed angle about the direction of É"¡¡ at, angular frequency

^lH"JÍ.Figure 1 shows the situation which at t:0, the magnetization was oriented

along the Z ;-direction.

when the resonance condition is furfiled exactly (a :¡Hs), only ,È, i, left to

interact with the magnetization. The magnetization which is initially parallel to Ëo

will then precess in the a' - z' plane of the rotating coord.inate system. That is, it

will always precess perpendicular to .r{1, with a frequency jHt. The angle through

which ú rotates in a period. of time fo is given by:

(7)

(8)

0 :1Ufi0

3

(e)



1.2 Relaxation

The phenomenon of evolution towards the statistical equilibrium of a macro-

scopic system is given the name 'relaxation'. From eq. (9), it would seem that once

Iû is rctated by an angie 0, I7I could.stay at this new position indefinitely. In reality,

the spins of nuclei interact with their surroundings. As a result, t d.ruy" back to

its original state. This process is a first order rate process and is characterized. by

a spin-lattice relaxation time fi. The nuclear spins will also come to equilibrium

with each other, which is characterized by a spin-spin relaxation tftne 72.

When a static field is applied along the Z7 axis, the longitudinal magneti zation

M" has an equilibrium value Ms, whereas the transverse components M" and, Mo

vanish at thermal equilibrium. Starting from a non-equilibrium state, the evolution

of. M, towards M6 modifies the energy of the spin system through exchange of en-

ergy with the lattice, whereas the decrease in transverse magnetization components

does not produce such an exchange of energy and is the effect of spin-spin interac-

tions among nuclear spins. Motions that contribute to Tl also contribute to ?, so

lhat Tz < 7t is always satisfied.

Assuming that nuclear spins have been aiigned so that l/, of them are in the

a state and l/B in the B state, the population difference r(: t/, - ¡rB) decays

exponentiaily to equilibrium because of the spin-lattice relaxation, according to

dn
dt

Tl - TLO

T. ( 10)



The presence of n6 is due to the static field ão in the Z7 direction. The M, is

proportional to n and obeys

M,_MO
111l

Similarl¡ the transverse components M, and. Mo of the magnetization vector will

decay exponentially to zero, but with a spin-spin (transverse) relaxation time ?,

dM, M, dMO MA-T:-r, ; ã:-Ë
Including the Larmor precessin g of. Iû in ihe field ã. we have

dM, ^/Í: 4aVxÊ1",-'!Ydt /s T"

since l/ is the sum of static field ãs and alternating field Ér ("q. (B)), the above

Bloch's equation becomes

dM"
dt

(r2)

(13)

# : ^/eû xÊ,) + teV x Èr) - 
(îM' 

!îMv) -î@" - uo) 
(14)T2 T't \'=/

1.3 Quadrupole Effect

For spin)If 2 nuclei, there are electrical effects on the energy due to orientation

of the nucleus in the external field. A simple example is a cigar-shaped nucleus in

the fieid of four charges (Fig. 2), two of which are fq charges on the x_axis and the

other two are -q charges on the y-axis. The configuration (b) in which the longer



ends are close to the negative charges corresponds to a lower energy.

The quadrupole Hamiltoni an'11g arises from an electrostatic interaction of the

nuclear quadrupole moment (Q"ò with the external electric field gradieni (efg),

v'BG v E) at the position of the nucleus. WB and, eqe arc defined as

Q,B : e f (3ø..,*æ9*-6,,B12)
x\protons)

v.B : (ffi),,",",
Thus, a quadrupole Hamiltonian T{q is given bV i2]

(15)

(16)

Since the external field is sourceless at the nuclear position, I/ must satisfy the

Laplace's equation, which gives V,, IVou *V," _ 0 in any (r, y,z) coordinate

system. Using Clebsch-Gordan coefficients and the Wigner-Eckart theorem, eq.

(16) can be rewritten as

Hq - fÐrv-oo'o

\lq: .=r"9 '.I-- 
f3 r\ , ,zf; - 6f@=t hnu l¡Q"ro-r IBI") - 6"pI'l (17)

ee : (rrrvo'f" G"2- ,:)lr/()\-7 "/

In the principal coordinate axis system (PAS) of the efg, all the off-diagonal terms

of. VoB are zeto and the quadrupole Hamiltonian is

(18)



Figure r (u)

t¿ |

(a)

Effective field"

(å)

(b) Motion of the magnetization in the rotating frame.

Figure Z (.) A cigar-shaped nucleus in the field of four charges, fq on the z-axis; -q on

the g-axis. The configuration (b) is energetically more favorable because it puts the

positive charge of the longer ends of the cigar closer to the negative charges -q.

Q. ¿-

\-'

Figure 3 Rotations used in the definition of the Buler angles.



The symbols, 4 and q, ca[ed the asymmetry pararneter and, the fi,eld, grad,ient,

are customarily used and are defined by

eQ:v" ; rt :ry (19)

Generally, the efg asymmetry parameter is small for deuterons, (r7 < 0.05) and can

be negiected.

Usually the elements of V'B are known in a molecule-fixed coordinate system

but the spin operators -I,, .Iu and f, ate quantized in the laboratory frame defined by

the external magnetic field. Therefore, it is necessary to rotate efg tensor through

coordinate transformations using Euler angles (*, þ, z) (Fis. B). Accordingry v*B

should be expressed by its irreducible tensor componen ts v] (m:0,*1,*2).

v3 .l!',,vo : 
Y 2n""

Vl, : V", t iV,o - 0 (in PAS) e0)

vÍ, _ 
Trn" - vro) * iv,a : *rv" (in p AS)

The transformation from one frame to another simply involves the Wigner rotation

matrices D,^^,(o,0,1) lz,al.(See Appendix A for details)

1.4 Liquid Crystal

Liquid Crystalline materials typicaily involve organic compounds and show a



state of order intermediate between the crystalline lattice and. the isotropic liquid.

The earlier discoveries of these kinds of materials were near the end of lgth Centurv

(Reinitzer and Lehmann l5]). Today, liquid crystals serve many purposes because

of their special mesomoïphic properties. Several thousands organic compounds and

polymers are known to form tiquid crystals. An essential requirement for meso-

morphism is that the molecule must be highiy anisotropic in its geometry. Liquid

crystals may be divided into two categories: thermotropic and lyotropic [6]. Transi-

tions to the intermediate states may be brought about by purely thermai processes

(thermotropic mesomorphism) or by the influence of solvents (lyotropic mesomor-

phism).

1.5 Classification of Mesophases

There are several different phases in thermotropic liquid crystals [6,2]. The

structual nature of mesophases is influenced by the molecular shape and therefore

depends on whether the liquid crystal is formed by rod-like or disc-like molecules.

In liquid crystals, the molecular axes tend. to line up along one direction, called

the director ri. The diamagnetic susceptibility tensor rt in a uniaxial medium has

two principal components X¡¡ and x1, which are along and normal to the director,

respectively. The diamagnetic susceptibility anisotropy ax(: xll - xò is positive

for most rod-like molecules, which causes the director to be parallel to the external

magnetic field; whereas the discotics have negative A¡, resulting in the director

being aligned perpendicular to the externar magnetic field [1,g].



Npueuc Lteulo Cnysrer,s

The nematic iiquid crystal has a high degree of iong range orientational ord.er

of the molecules, but no long range position order of the centers of mass. Thus it

differs from the isotropic liquid in that molecules are spontaneously oriented with

their molecular long axes approximately parallel. For almost all the thermotropic

nematics known so far, the nematic phase is uniaxial, which means that there exists

rotational symmetry around the director ri. The cholesteric phases may be classified

as a special type of nematics. Here molecules are chiral, and. tend to align somewhat

twisted with respect to one another. This causes the d.irector to rotate in space in

a helical (twisted) fashion. The distance for a 360" rotation of the director is called

the pitch. Since the pitch is of the order of the wavelength of visible light, cholester-

ics can be very colourful. Apart from the helical structure, the traditional nematics

and choiesterics are very similar. As the pitch becomes infinite, the cholesterics

turn into the nematics.

Suncrrc Lreuro CRysrals

In smectic phases, molecules not oniy align paratlel to each other but have their

cores packed into layers. The molecular centers of mass are, on the average, arranged

in equidistant planes. These phases have a certain degree of one-dimensional po-

sitional order. There exist many types of smectic phases, labelled st,sn,...,s¡

[1]' The most common types are smectic A, where the director is perpendicular to

the iayers, and smectic C, where the d.irector makes some angle with the layers. In

IU



general' there is long-range order of the tilt directions within a layer and/or across

the layers. Therefore, the smectic c phase is optically biaxial.

Smectic B phase may be formed upon cooling from a C phase and regain the

orthogonal alignment of the molecules with respect to the layer planes. There are

two types of B phases. The hexatic B phase shows bond orientation order within the

layers' When the centers of mass are separated by a multiple of the lattice vector,

then the crystal smectic B phase (pseudo-hexagonal packing) or smectic E phase

(Herringbone packing) is produced. However, the phase formed. upon cooling from a

smectic C phase may be tilted. This corresponds to the G and H phases d.epending

on whether the lateral ordering within the layers has hexagonal and. herringbone

packings, respectively. The G phase is refered to as a tilted. B phase. There are

smectic F and I phases, which are the tilted analogs of the hexatic B.

In summary, A and c phases are two-dimensional fluids; B, E, F, G, H and I

phases are two-dimensional solids. Smectic A, B and E are orthogonal phases and

show uniaxial properties; Smectic C, F, G, H and I phases are tilted. phases and

show biaxiai properties. (See table 1)

A substance may exhibit more then one liquid crystalline phase. It is not uncom-

mon that upon cooling a nematic, one or more smectic phases are obtained. before

solidification' In the iiquid crystal 4 - n-pentyloxybenzylidene-4'-heptyianiline

(5O.7), the following phases are found upon cooling from isotropic liquid. to solid

(¡'/ ---+ St --) Sc --+ Sa --+ S") [1]. Because of its rich polymorphism, we

have chosen this substance as the subject of this thesis. Deuteron NMR is chosen

11



to study molecular dynamics in various mesomorphic phases of 5o.2.

Table 1. characteristics of the various smectic phases (after Ref. [g])

Structure within

the layers

Orthogonal Tilted*

a)b a<b

Liquid

Bond-orientional order

( Pseudo) -hexagonal packing

Herringnone packing

A

hexatic B F

BG

EH

TI

G'

H'

*ó is the unique axis of the monoclinic cell ("lb* 
", 

o= þ =7 = g0o).

L2
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Chapter 2

Theory: spin-lattice Relaxation for spin-L (Fart r)

Flee Motions in Uniaxial Fhases

2.1 fntroduction

The spin system needs a "spin-lattice interaction" to exchange energy with

the lattice and in the case of deuteron, the dominant mechanism is the coupling of

the electric field gradient with the electric quadrupole moment of the nucleus. The

fi gives information on relatively fast molecular processes having correlation times

approximately around 10-es. This is because fi relaxation involves an exchange of

either one or two quanta of nuclear energy between the spins and the lattice. Thus

fi invoives the spectral densit v J(r) of the fluctuating spin-lattice interactions in

the vicinity of the Larmor frequency {er6 and 2øs, where usf 2T may lie between ten

and one hundred MHz depending on the strength of static magnetic field.

The NMR theory of spin-lattice relaxation of spin-1 nuclei via fluctuating

quadrupolar interactions is considered within the Redfield approximation [1]. The

full Hamiltonian 'l1of. amolecular system is usually complex. Fortunately, magnetic

resonance experiments can be described by a much simplified spin Hamiltonian,

which can be written in the principal coordinate axis system of the time-averaging

electric fi.eld gradient tensor.

Molecular reorientation of liquid-crystal molecules has been considered lz,J,4l

1À1+



by many authors. The small step rotational diffusion model proposed. by Nordio

et' aI' [2] has been widely used. It describes reorientation of a symmetric-top

molecule in a potential of mean torque of Maier-Saupe type and employs a rota-

tional diffusion tensor that is diagonal in a molecule-fixed frame. Strictly speaking,

such a rotational diffusion tensor is only appropriate in isotropic liquids. Freed

and co-workers [4] have accounted for the viscosity anisotropy of the mesophase by

diagonaiizing the rotational diffusion tensor of the symmetric-top in a laboratory

(director) frame. The third-rate mod.el extends the above model of Freed by su-

perimposing fast rotations about the long molecular axis onto the reorientation of

the symmetric-top in the director frame. This superimposed. model is based. on the

assumption of statistical independence between these two motions. The assumption

may be justified if there is a disparity in the iime-scales of these motions. Both

Nordio's model and the third-rate model have been used. to discuss spin relaxation

by molecular reorientation in tiquid crystals, but a clear demonstration of which is

more appropriate is sti[ lacking [3,5,6]. At the end of this chapter, .we discussed

director fluctuations which may also contribute to the spectral d.ensities of motion.

2 "2 Motionally Averaged Hamiltonian

The averaging of Hamiitonian under rotations may be easily studied when it

can be expressed in terms of irreducible tensor operator, T|,* anð. Rì,.^ l|l.

'Hs : cÀ t I (-r)', aì.,_^rè,^ e2)L m=-L

where À indicates the coupling mechanism (e.g. dipolar and. quadrupolar) and C¡

J_Ð



is an appropriate interaction constant. For quadrupolar interaction , Rì,,* are non-

zero only when L:2 and will be replacedbyu] of eq. (20) in chap. 1. In its

PAS system, the components with m: lI vanish.

In the iaboratory frame, the spin parts are constant while the spatial parts

v] arc time-averaged under rotations to given (vå)" Now the Euler angles f) -
(o',þ',7') are necessary to bring the laboratory system into the principal axis sys-

tem' Using eqs. (1s)-(21) in Chap. 1, the time-averaged quadrupolar Hamiltonian

is

1ã
2r(2r - 1\L/ mm,

(23)

and theNote that here the inverse rotation transformation matrix

72,,n a.re given by

D";,^,is used

eQ

Tz,o

7,, *,

I!

Lrrr: - P\
v6'

Ir,.r
I, +. iIs

(24\

2.3 Quadrupolar Splitting

For a deuteron (/: 1) spin with axially symmetric electric freld gradient (r7 :

0), the time-averaged quadrupolar Hamiltonian is given by

eO lt ),2\ m
,fOT _ 1\\vo ltz,o

1î
10

,Hq
(25)



In liquid crystals, molecules are aligned by their neighbors through the potential

of mean torque. The preferred direction of the molecular alignment in a uniaxial

phase is given by the director â. For rodlike molecules whose A¡ > 0, the director

is parallel to the external magnetic field. The transformation should. be carried out

through an intermediate molecular frame (*u,Au,"u)

(vo'l : I nffiÇ eSn,i'(o, þ,t)vo, (26)
TN

where (r,0,7) are the Euler angles that carry the molecular frame to PAS frame,

while (Ó, 0 ', rþ) the Euler angles that transform the laboratory frame into the molecu-

lar frame. Since 7 and / are irrelevant when rn' : 0, the time-averaged. quad.rupolar

Hamiltonian is given by

16: rraqll|-\r+1)/Bl

u)e: i+ÐWÃn,^,o@,*)n

(27)

The time-averaged Wigner rotation matrices 4;@Ð are the ord.er parame-

ters in a uniaxial phase and can be written in the form of a cartesian order tensor

.9 which is a symmetric and. traceless 3 x 3 matrix. Thus ,S hu. a maximum of five

independent non-zero elements, defined by

v22

vÍt "!E

4
,E*+ nî-)

4frroT-- nÇt
t;

/årq- - oilt

77

cetz

(28)



so": ,rlirrE_oil¡

The ordering of molecules in a mesophase may be described by a singlet proba-

bility function P(0,,þ). The molecular frame may often be chosen such that p(0,rþ)

is an even function of the polar angles. This results in Dfrl: 0 and Dil:DT;
The Zeeman line is now spiit into two rines with a quadrupolar spritting

6uq :T#r""(|.or, e -I¡ +!{s,, - s¡,o)sin2 Bcos2al (zs)

where (0, o) are polar angles of C -D vector in the molecular frame. For molecules

of cylindrical symmetry, the molecular biaxial parameter (s,, -sro) i, identical to

zero.

2"4 Order Parameter

The orientation of molecules in a mesophase can be specified by a singlet dis-

tribution function /(c¿), where f) denotes the Eurer angres (ó,0,,rþ) that transform

between the molecular and the director frame. The average of any single-molecule

property x(CI) over the orientations of all molecules is defined. bv

d,þx(o)f (o) (30)

In terms of the Wigner rotation matrices of rank

function can be expanded as

.t, the orientationai distribution

(x) : 
Io'" or 

lo" ot 
"i,.e fo'"

coL
fro\ - \- \-,t t-.1 - L¿ L

L=O m,tnt=-L

,r._L1

8r2
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Applying the normalization condition, the expanded coeffi.cients a¡^,* can be ob-

tained, i.e. e,¿^,^ : (DL,^(Q)). For rodlike morecules, the pseud.o-potentiar y(CI)

is independent of $ and r/ due to the uniaxial phase symmetry and. the cylindrical

molecular symmetry, respectively. The orientation distribution function becomes

flç¿) : f(o)
,\/AÔ

+7f .
* ).f,+1

f(0) : 
Ð'ï(p¿(cos 0))p2(cos0)
L=U

where P¿(cos 0) : Dto@). Then the order parameters (p¿) are defined as

(32)

(Pr') : fo' erçro"d)/(cos o)d,(cos o) (33)

Among all the orientation parameters of different ranks, only (p2) can be determined

from the line positions in NMR spectra.

2.5 Spectral Densities

In the quadrupolar Hamiltonian, there are fluctuating terms because of the

rotational and/or collective motions of liquid-crystal molecules. From the stand.ard

spin relaxation theory [s] for deuterons (I:1), rhe zeerna (Trz\ and quadrupolar

Gô) spin-lattice relaxation rates are given in terms of spectral densities J^"(rn*a¡)

by

Jt(ro) i 4J2(2a6)

3J1(ci.s)

The spectrai density is simply the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function

17-lL72

rT_T
L1/1 (34)
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G^"(t)
e-2

J^"(m¡'a) : Çk"o)' fo* ,^"(ú) cos(nz¿ at)dt (35)

where gcD: 
"'qQlh (n :0 is assumed) is the nucrear quadruporar coupling

constant and G*"(ú) may be evaluated in terms of the Wigner rotation matrix

D'*"**(Qt u) in the fluctuating Hamiltonian

G*,(t) : 
Ð.lo:^,rrEl' ( fn^"^,(ar,u(0))_ DT"^,]
'mM

* LD,,i"^*(a¡,n (t)) - DT;À) (36)

Now Í^l¿¡a(= 
",8,7) denotes the Euler angles that transform between a molecular

frame attached to the molecuiar core and. the laboratory frame, d is the angle

between the C-D bond and the zM axis of the molecular frame, and m7 and. m¡4

are the projection indices for a tensor of rank two in the laboratory and molecuiar

z axis, respectively. The autocorrelation functions for molecular reorientation (the

term in the angle brackets in eq. (36)) are generally given by a sum of decreasing

exponentials [2], and

fl / r\G*"^*(t) : C*"** L oH,"^* expf-t lrfi)*rl (37)

where c^n - ((l D^," f) - (4)2), the mean square of the wigner rotation ma-

trices. The correlation times ,H)** depend on the order parameter (p2) and on

the variations of the rotational diffusion tensor components with temperature. The

correlations times are model dependent, as shown in the next paragraph. Equa-

tion (37) is expressed in the notation of Vold and. Vold [3]. The o9)"^* represent

20



normalized weights of each exponential whose time consranr

-(j) - r(j) -2'ÌnLrnM - 
uttz¿ttt,\r¡ t tn ¡4

(* \-1 - 
Dt(r^"^r)-' : 

ffi+m2r(D¡- D,_) ,

(38)

with rf,* being the correlation times for rotational diffusion in liquid., i.e. with no

ordering [9]. The afi)"^* , bfi)"*, and. c^"^- coefficients for all the correlation

functions are given numerically as polynomials itt (Pr) and their expansion coeffi-

cients are tabuiated in Table I of Ref. [3] for a Maier-Saupe potential. The spectral

densities are obtained by Fourier transforming G^"(t) to give

a-2
J ^, (m 7u) : \ (ø" o)' Ðld'^ *,o(0)l' c * r ^ * Ð o9) 

" 
* *mM;

( -(j) \ -1Y mtmv )

[(*,.r), + Glil^,)-2]
(3e)

2.6 Diffusion Models

Nonoro's Mooel

Nordio and co-workers solved the rotational diffusion equation (see Appendix

B for details) for molecules under the influence of a potentiai of mean torque [2]. In

this model, the diffusion tensor is diagonalized. in a molecular frame. Its principal

vaiues D¡¡ is the rotational diffusion constant of molecule about the z¡a axis and D1

is the rotational diffusion constant of the z¡¡ axis. In the limit that the correlation

functions are single exponential (retain j : I in eq. (BZ) onty) with correlation

times

(40)
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they found that the parameter Phr^* is related to the order parameter (pz). In

the strong collision motion limit, þ?n"^* --+ rl6 [10]. The above approximation is

good except for very high (&) and for m7 - r'rl¡4: 1 111]. In the limit of perfect

order, the correlation functions are given [12] by a single exponential with C*r^*

and r** taking limiiing values that can be expressed in terms of a small d.eviation

6 from perfect alignment (ó : 1 - (Pù). Finally, the correlation times in eq. (3g)

for multi-exponential correlation functions can be used here:

UHI^*)-' : [6Dr + m'z*(D¡ - D t)]lb9'.,),^* ( 41\

TurRo-nATE MoDEL [8,4,6]

When the viscosity anisotropy of the mesophase is taken into account, the rota-

tionai diffusion tensor should assume 113] a diagonal form in the laboratory frame

with its Z¡ axis along the director. Now, Do is used to represent diffusive preces-

sion of the long molecular axis about the director (a-motion). DB = Dt refers to

diffusive motion towards or aï\¡ay the director (B-motion). A modest extension of

this model is to include rotational motion about a molecuiar z axis, with rotational

diffusion constant D". This is called the 'third-rate' anisotropic viscosity mod.el.

The 7-motion is usually rapid compared to the molecular precession about the

director (a-motion) or the tumbling motion (B-motion). Thus the 7-motion can

be assumed to be independent of either the a-motion or the B-motion [B]. As a

result, the 7 angle term in the Wigner rotation matrices can be separated out to
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glve

g*"*na^¡(t) : Ð d|*,o(0)dL,*,s(0)l^*^,*(t)
MMM,M

x ("*p f-im¡a(o)l d.?^",,.*(p(0))

x exp fi m7a(t)]d3*",,*(p!D) G2)

l,n**,*(t) : (exp l-imM"y9)l exp lim,6(t)l)

where (o,0,1) ate Euler angles that transform between a molecular frame and. the

director frame. The 7-motion involves free rotation about a single axis with a

diffusion constant D-, and

l^*^,*(t): 6,nu^,uexpl-k**tl (43)

lc6_ 0 (m¡a- Q)

h : D-y (mu :7)

Icz : (3p * I)D" (mu :2)

with p : 0 corresponding to strong collision 1imit and p : ! to small step diffusion

motion. With this division of motions, the correlation functions can still be written

as eq. (37), where the correlation times are nolvr¡ given by

?E)^*)-' : k^* * lenp + *'L(D, - nò] lbgi),^, (44)

TRnarunNT oF Rlivc Mouons

The phenyl ring may have internal rotations about it para axis, which is de-

scribed by a diffusion constant Dp. Ring-deuterated liquid crystai samples can
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be used to detect this motion. For rod-like molecules like no.m, the para axis is

coincident with the molecular long axis or the angie between them is trivial. Inter-

nal ring rotations can hardly be detected in the presence of spinning motion of the

molecule when liquid crystal samples are deuterated. at the rings only. The internal

ring motions can be treated using the superimposed rotations model [14,15]. For

example, if the molecular motion is described by the third-rate model and the ring

is assumed to rotate freely, the spectral densities of the ring deuterons are

?E)"^*)-t r lc**

0 (nz¡: Q)

Da (*n: L)

(3P' + I)Dn (*n:2)

(46)

tff)(mp) : {(ø"o)'Ð Ð 
c^"^* fo?**o@^,ò)'l4r^*^^(0*,*)l'

(-(j) l-rv rntrrny4mp) -

ko

lcI

lc2

with p, : 0 corresponds to the strong collision limit and. p, : ! the small step diffu_

sive motio¡¡. 0a,e, the angle between C - D bond and the para axis, is taken as 60o.

The 0¡¡,p is the angle between the para axis and the long molecuiar (z¡a) axis. The

(45)

z¡,7 axis lies close to the para axis, making ïu,R ? 0 and dt^r**(0*,a) : 6^***.

DrnpctoR Fr,ucruarroivs

There are several motional processes

that take place simultaneousiy and may

(e.9. reorientation, director fluctuations)

cause spin relaxation in liquid crvstals.
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Because of thermal fluctuations of the director, the orientation of director has both

spatial and temporal variation. Since there is no long range order of positions

among the molecules in nematics, a local (instantaneous) director ñ(fl may be in-

troduced to represent the average direction of molecules within a neighborhood of

any point in the sample. The time interval between molecuiar coilisions is about

10-10 ry 10-12s' Changes in molecular orientation due to collisions could change

the local director on the NMR timescale. Thus, an additional coordinate system is

needed to specify the local direcior â(fl. The average director â¡ is obtained bv

spatially averaging the iocal directors over the sample.

The angle At'u(t) in the autocorrelation function (eq. (86)) denotes the orien-

tation of the principal molecular axes (x¡4,yM,zM) in the laboratory (x¡,y¿,2¡)

frame' The coordinate transformation from the (r¡,,r,a¡,r,2¡e¡) to the (x¿,yt,zn)

frame must be carried out through successive transformations [fig. (+)] to account

for the fast motions of a molecule and slow collective fluctuations of the director.

That is, {lr¡l = (0',CI"), where the Euler angles f)'transform from the molecu-

lar frame (r*,a*,zv) to the instantaneous director (*,a,") frame, f)" is used. to

transform the (ø, y, z) frame to the raboratory frame (x",yn, z¡). Hereu/e assume

the average director ri6 is parailel to the external field d, which is used to define

the laboratory frame.

In the nematic phase and perhaps "disordered." smectic phases, molecules per-

form long range cooperative motions, which are slow compared to the rapid. reorien-

tational motions of individual molecules. The dynamics of these fluctuations depend
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on the viscosity coeffi'cients and. the elastic constants of the liquid crystal. In the

continuum theory, the elastic constants Kt, Kz and K3 are respectively the spia¡

twist and bend elastic constants [7,16]. Freed have included these coliective effects

in the spin relaxation theory by allowing the orienting potential u(CI) to fluctuate

slowly in time' It is assumed that the director shows small fl.uctuations about its

mean position, and that the magnitude of ordering does not change. Then there are

three types of terms that contribute to spectral densities: molecular reorientation,

director fluctuations and a cross-term arising from both of these motions. Accord-

ing to Pincus [17], when director fluctuations are assumed to give small angular

amplitude, director fluctuations oniy contribute to J{a) in first order approxima-

tions' Furthermore, if director fluctuations are siow in comparison to the molecular

reorientation, the coupling of these two types of motion wouid produce a very small

cross term [1s,19]. In the 'one-constant' approximation, i.e. K1 - Kz : Ks : K
and one effective viscosity coefficient is used. instead of five Leslie coefficients, the

contribution to Jr.(r) from director fluctuations is [1gl

hne(u) - aDFiPr(.o, ll¡1'luçr"f a),¿-ttz - + #1 (47)

where the second term is a negative cross term , D¿ isequal to Dp or D1 depending

on the models of molecular reorientation, 0 is Lp,q or \¡a,q depending on the ring

deuteron or methine deuteron. The prefactor app is

e^2
crDF : 

|(ø"o)'
\kT < Pz )2

at/zrI{(Dt * I{lr)r/z

where D* is the averaged translational self-diffusion constant, ø" is a high-frequency

r4R'\
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cutoff frequency, andU(a.fø) is the cutoff function 1201. U(a.lu) is unity at low

frequency and becomes smal.l for Larmor frequency much larger than ø". The cutoff

function is taken as one here and a"f 2r : 200 MHz may be used. for the highest

frequency director modes. Usuaily the angular factor [&("o. d)]2 is included in the

prefactor. Here we write it explicitiy in eq. (47) because the d angle may be dif-

ferent for various deuterons in the molecule. Director fluctuations are imporranr

for spin relaxation in ihe kilohertz region. They are detected by spin relaxation in

nematic and smectic A or smectic C phases. These collective modes are basically

quenched in "ordered" (low symmetry) smectic phases.

2'( ñ. )

Figure 4 A schematic illustration of the coordinate systems used to account for director

fluctuations in liquid crvstals.
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Chapter 3

Theory: spin-lattice Relaxation for spin-l (Fart rr)

Restricted uniaxial Motions and Biaxial phases

3.1 Introduction

Among the phases which have been classified. as "smectics", it is believed. [1] the

"disordered" phases such as smectic A and C phases have a iiquid-like order. The

"ordered" smectic phases such as E, G, H, and crystal B phases are "crystalline" in

the sense that they exhibit long-range three-dimensional position order. Molecu-

lar reorientation has a dominant contribution to the spectral densities in ,,ordered,,

smectic phases. Two questions arise: Firstly, do molecules still rotate freely or

are their motions biased due to the close packing; and secondly, are biaxial prop-

erties of certain smectic phases "wiped out" when the director is coincident with

t'he Zr axis of the laboratory frame. The restricted libration within j : 1.óol2

(FiS. 5) for internal motions in macromolecules has been considered by Lond.on

and Avitabile [2], and Wittebort and Szabo [3]. Morrison and Bloom has consid-

ered orientation-dependent spin-lattice relaxation rates for spin-1 nuclei [b,6],

while Berggren et al. [4] have calculated all non-vanishing spectral densities in

biaxial liquid crystal phases of. Dzn summetry. Some of these spectral densities van-

ish at the biaxial-uniaxial phase transition. It is recognized. [7] that the .,biaxial"

spectral densities are not observed in biaxial phases unless the director is oriented
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a\,r/ay from the external maenetic field.

3.2 Restricted Uniaxial Rotation

Both Nordio's model and the third-rate model may be used to account for

free rotational diffusion motion of molecules. So far, studies of some liquid crystals

in their low symmetry smectic phases by NMR and other experimental techniques

have revealed that molecules may rotate around their long axes in a strongly biased

manner [8,9]. Here we use the third-rate model in which the 7-motion is restricted

to give librations of finite amplitudes. The probability p(ó,tlóT) is ihe probability

density that the 7 angle is þt at iime ú given that at ú : 0 it had a value of /.

By solving a one-dimensionai diffusion equation subject to the reflecting boundary

conditions at 7 - tóol2,i"e. l?p(g,t)10ólø=+øo/2:0. It has been shown that [2,3]

p(ó'tlól) : i*I i.o, lnr(Ó-Óol2)1,o"1""(Ó' Óolz)l
Qo QoEt L Qo J L óo j

l' D¡n2¡r2 Ixexpl- - tl
LE"ol (4e)

where D6 is a diffusion constant (similar to D-,) to describe restricted uniaxial

rotational diffusion. As f --+ æ, p(ó,tlö0) 
- 

p"r(ó): Ilóo. The required f

function which is analogous to that of in eq. (a2) in chapter 2 is

r**^ç(t) : I:i:, fi:, d,ód,ó'exp [-i *¡,,tó(o)]exp [i m,,róþ)]

xp*(ó)p(ó'tló\)

: î f^,^,,^(óo).*ol-tr?!rl
n=OLVOI
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f ***,*o(öo) : asin(muÓpl2) sin1(n'¡øÓolz)
' rnum'Uó2o

i**^*^(óo) :  þf;m¡arn'¡¡ x

1(i - (-t)"X"o. *uóolz)(cosm,¡aþsf 2)\
I l(*uóo)' - çnn¡rll(*'*óo), - ("")r)

*(1 + (-r)")(sinmu öo I z)(sinm'uóo I 2)\ _ \' j n)7

The series expansion converges rapidly, generally only the first five terms are re-

quired. using the local uniaxial symmetry 6*¡¿^,*, i**^*n(óo) may be simplified

andl^*^r(t) is given by

Ta /+\ , lr- cos muóo
,mvtnU\".t : ; \ -------;-

9õ [ rn'M

x exp l-"'Tror rl
LY'OI

(Ð 1.)

Using the anisotropic viscosity model to describe the a-motion and B-motion, the

correlation functions are eiven bv

G^,(t): I l¿l^*,rftll' c^"*,tog.r"^,r^*^*(t) 
"*p f-t ¡ rfi)*,] 62)

rrL M j=L

where l^*^*(t) is given by "q. (51). The corresponding spectral densities of

motion are nolv\¡ given by

T / r t- | 'o ,^¡2JnLlrnLa ) : L ld^r,ola)]nM
- cos m¡r¡Óo)

(^uóo)'

(rU) l-1v rnLrnM,/

(*rr), + (rH)^)-,

3

('^t^v L oY.'r^* {j=l (

2(7

X

¿- oo

+-i- \-'),2 ,u
YU n=7

¡øóom

t-
I

I

cos

^2rtLM

)"1

v
I

-(
(nn
\d"
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?H)"***)-,
(*¡,r), + îH)"^*^)-,

(53)

with

( -t¡t \ -1
I mTrn¡¿n)

3.3 Relaxation in Biaxial Liquid Crystal phases

In biaxial liquid crystal phases, the correlation functions depend on two projec-

iion indices rn¿ and m| in the laboratory frame. Writing the laboratory correlation

functions in terms of their counterparts in a suitable molecular frame whose orienta-

tion with respect to the laboratory frame is given by the Euler angles 0 : (o, þ,1),

one has

G^"*,r(t) : I
mMm'M

T
,nM*'M

l¿:^*,re\ l¿t*,*"(ql ( ln|"^*(CI(0))- q,-,j

* lD,Å,"^,*(CI(¿)) -Dúl >

lah * "re¡l lo'*,.r@] G 
^ " ^,"^ * ^,* 

(t) I(,U'

where the angle á is between the c-D bond. and the molecular zp -axis. In a

uniaxial phase, a rotation about the director should leave the system invariant. If

the molecule has an effective cylindrical symmetry, a rotation around the z¡a axis

should also leave the system invariant. Thus the nonvanishing correlation functions

)

(;)

-Dp

r -ll-+rnu /

* m?(D"
'(i\0ìítî,m¡vr

(-(¡)
\'Ìnl

6DB

Dó
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G^7.*,"*¡4^-(ú) b"cone GmLm-(ú) (see eq. (BZ)) due to the 6*"^,"6**,n,*. In

biaxiai phases, one has the possibility of observing correlation functions with m¡ I
ffi'L' For liquid crystals of the D2¿ phase symmetry of molecules with cylindrical

symmetry, the correiation functions G^¡*,"*¡7 are non-zero. Furthermore, the

standard properties of wigner rotation matrices [i0] give

G 
^ "^;^ ¡o(ú) - (- 1)-^ L -ñ'L G 

^ ¡^,"-* ¡4 (ÐoJ

whichindicates that the correlationfunctions G^z*L vanish as long as the sum of

m7 and m'¡ is an odd number. The corresponding spectral densities can be derived

by iaking Fourier transformations to give

J^"*,"(r) : { fn"ol' Ðl¿:^,r(d) ]' lo* 
G*y^,"^,(ú)exp l-iatldt (57)

The potential of mean torque U(f¿), acting on uniaxial molecules in the biaxial

phase, is independent of the 7 angle, i.e. U(A):U(o,0).Using Nordio's model,

Berggren et aI. [4] have solved the rotational diffusion equation with the tJ(a, B)

to get the expressions for spectral densities due to molecular reorientation. lsee

Appendix B)

The general theory of spin-iattice relaxation for spin-1 nuclei gives (analogous

to eq. (3a) in chapter 2).

[44(CI)]-' : 3.I1(cu6,0)

Vtr(A)l-t : Jr(ro, 0) + 4Jr(2ø0, 0)

where Q = (P,a) denotes the polar angles of the director in the laboratory frame

whose z¡-axis is along the magnetic fieid.. Note that J^(mas,O.) :J*(m,.rs) when
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the director is aligned aiong to the magnetic field (B - 0"). In order to inter-

pret the observed spin-lattice rates in the above equations, explicit expressions for

J^(mas,f)) in terms of. J*"*,"(mø¡) are necessary. A motional mod.el such as that

of Berggret et aI. must also be chosen. Now,I-(rnø0,0) expressions are given by

eq. (11) of ref. [5] in terms of order parameters, Clebsch-Gordan coefficients and

reduced spectral densities J*"^,r(mao). By adopinE a Dzn symmetry for biaxial

mesophases, the spectral densitries h,s(rnu), fi,2(mu) and .I2,-1(m'l) are identical

to zero. We have rewritten these expressions [7] to give

,f (c..,,f,l) : I .or' Bsir.2 gJo,(r)* *tt - Bcosz þ ++cosa B)Jr,r(u)22'
I

, L /. á, 
^\+; (1 -cosn þ)Jr,r(r) *cos2r,cos2 Bsin2 /Jr,o(r)

-fr .or za lt - 29 cosz 0 + za"o.n B] Jr,-r(r)

I r. ,>^12-
-; cos 4a lL - cos" þ) Jz,_zla) (bg)

3^'r
J2(2a,Q) : 

ä 
(t - cosz B)2Js,o(2r¡ +;(r - cos4 flfi¡(za)
1+, (t * 6cos2 þ * cosa þ)Jz,z(zu)

1+i .o. zalt - "osn 
B] J2,s(2a)

+fr 
"o. 

za ls + 2 cos2 p - T 
"o"n 

Bl fi,a(2.,,)
1+f 

"o. 
+."lt - ro"' B]2 J2,-2(2u)

These two equations reduce to the familiar expressions for uniaxial phases [11]. The

reason is that "biaxial" spectrai densities J2,s(ma), fi,_1(mu) ar'd J2,_2(ma) arc

nonzero only in biaxiai phases. In particular, these spectral densities involve param-
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eters that depend on the biaxial order parameter. (Dl,o) ,, (DZ,o) and/or (Df,o) (see

table II, ref. [4]). It is obvious from eqs. (59) and (60) that in biaxial mesophases

when the director is aligned along the external fietd (É : 0"), the spin-lattice re-

laxation rates are insensitive to the "biaxial" spectral densities. Thus in this case. a

biaxial phase behaves like a uniaxiai phase as far as spin-lattice relaxation is con-

cerned. Moreover, for rod-like molecule reorienting in a potential of mean torque,

all the "uniaxial" terms, which make contributions to the spectral densities, change

continuously and smoothly through the uniaxial-biaxiai phase transition [ ]. Thus

the spectral densities should change the same way through the phase transition as

iong as 0 :0o.

("r,

Figure 5 Restricted rotation of tQs12 about the molecular z¡4 axis.
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Chapter 4

Experimental Methods

4"1 Apparatus

A home-built superheterodyne coherent pulse NMR spectrometer was operated.

at 15.3 MHz using a Varian 15 in electromagnet and at 46.05 MHz using a 2.1 Tesla

Oxford superconducting magnet. The sample was placed in a NMR probe whose

temperature rv\¡as reguiated in the superconducting magnet by air flow with a Bruker

BST-1000 temperature controller while in the electromagnet by an external oit bath

circulator. The temperature gradient across the sample was estimated to be better

than 0'3"C. The pulse programming tü/as controlled by a 1280 mini-computer. The

r f 2 pulse widths ca. 3.4 ¡rs at 46 MHz and 4.6 ¡-ts at 15.3 MHz were produced by

an Amplifier Research Model 200L power amplifier. Pulse control, signal collection,

Fourier transformation and data processing [1] were done by a General Eiectric 1280

computer.

4.2 Quadrature Detection and phase Cycling

Typically a particular NMR experiment is repeated many times to improve the

single-to-noise ^9/l{ ratio and the output signals are summed and then Fourier-

transformed to give NMR spectra. In order to produce accurate and reproducible

data, care is needed to minimize imperfections inherent in the NMR spectrometer.
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To maximize the free-induction decay (FID) signal, the excitation pulse must have a

frequency profile (centered at the Larmor frequency uo) that covers the NMR lines of

interest at frequency z. Since oniy one channel is used in the single phase detection,

the detector "sees" only one magnetization component in the rotating frame and ii

is unable to "tell" if the magnetization is precessing faster (L,u : u - uo > 0) or

slower (L, < 0) than the excitation frequency. The Fourier transformation of this

FID signal produces two lines on either side of the excitation frequency, one of which

is a real line and the other is a fictitious line. To avoid this kind of spectrum folding,

or aliasing, the quadrature detection method has been introduced. [2,8]. Using this

technique, the FID signal from the sample is detected by two channels in a receiver

which are parallel but differ in phase by g0". The signais in the two channels form

a complex signal with certain amplitude and phase. This phase carries information

that distinguishes signals having a positive offset from a negative offset. That

is nuclei that resonate at frequency with Az ) 0 provide a different signal than

nuciei that resonate at the frequency with L,u 10. Thus Fourier transforming this

complex signal produces spectrum which does not have the unwanted line and. has

the real line double in intensity. The ^9/l/ ratio is improved by a factor of JZ l+,5).

The quadrature signals from the receiver are sent to two channels in the 1280

computer for signal averaging. Now the phase difference of the two channels in a

receiver may deviate from the desired value of g0" and the gains of these channels

may not be exactly the same. These problems are solved by using phase cycling of

both radiofrequency pulses and the receiver channels. The computer controls the
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phase shifter to produce r.f. phases at 0o, g0o, 1g0o, 270o. Each receiver channel

takes turn in detecting the real and imaginary parts of the FID signal as the receiver

phase is cycled between 0o and 90o. As a resuit, the two channeis equally share

any error in quadrature or amplification. Then the computer collects the real and

imaginary parts of the FID signal and sums them in two separate memories (memory

A for real signal and memory B for imaginary signal) [5]. Thus the imperfections

in r.f . phases and in the quadrature detector of the receiver are compensated.

4.3 Pulse Sequence

In order to observe relaxation effects, the spin system has to be disturbed from

equiiibrium. In NMR this is usually done by applying an oscillating magnetic fietd

for a short period. As mentioned in the last section, this oscillating field carries a

frequency at or near the Larmor frequenc/ øs of the spin. The setup of a typical

longitudinal ("r) relaxation experiment is shown in Fig. 6. The shaded. rectangle

represents one or more r./. pulses. Their pulse lengths and inter-pulse spacing

determine the initial conditions of the spin system for the relaxation experiment.

The spin system is left to relax during a time period ú. A detection puise (or pulses)

is then applied to measure the spin magnetization along the Z7 axis by observing

the time domain FID sienal.

For deuterated liquid crystal molecules, the spin-lattice relaxation rates can be

measured using the Jeener-Broekaert (J-B) pulse sequence with phase cycling as

described by Vold et al. [2,3]. (see also Table 2. and. Fig. 7(a)) Note that the above
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pulse sequence has included an additional monitoring 45o pulse to minimize the

long-term instability of the spectrometer. This pulse was phase-cycled to have a

net effect of subtracting the equilibrium magnetization (M6) signal from the J-B

signal. After the spin system has been put in a non-equilibrium state by the first

two pulses of the sequence, the relaxation to its equiiibrium state is monitored by

a detection pulse at various time f. Sitce each deuteron gives rise to a d.oublet due

to incomplete averaging of the quadrupole coupling, (see eq. (2g) in chap. 2) the

intensity of the two lines of this doublet, here named ,L, and. ,H,, d.epend on the

time ú as [2,6]

Mt

M¡¡

Aexp(-tlfrz) - B exp(-tlT1q)

Aexp(-tlTz) * B exp(-tlT1q) (61)

where -4. and B are constants determined by the initial state of the system. By

adding and subtracting M7 and M¡7, respectively, the Zeernan and quadrupolar

relaxation times, Ty2 andTlq, carL be obtained.

In our experiments, we use the broadband Jeener-Broekaert sequence with the

appropriate phase-cycling of radiofrequency and receiver phases [7] to simultane-

ously measure 717 and ?rç. (see Table 3 and Fig. 7(b)) This avoids the necessity

of matching the puise separation between the first two pulses in the traditional J-B

method to the quadrupolar splitting of the observed deuteron.

4.4 Experimental

Two samples of 5o.7 (Fig. 8) were used. The bo.z-d1 sample is labeled at
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the methine site and has a nematic-isotropic transition temperatureT. - TT.6oc,

while the 5o.7-da sample is labeled at the aniline ring and has a T":76.2oc. The

transition temperatures of 5O.7-d1 are close to the literature values [g] for bO.Z

(sc - s6 at 38oc, ^9r -,96r at 52c, s.- st at b5oc, s¿-N at 64"c and N-I at

78"c). when comparing the data of 50.z-dr, md 50.z-d4, we scale the tempera_

tures to give a common T" of TT.6.C. In this study, r,ve report measurements of the

Zeeman and quadrupolar spin-iattice relaxation times Ttz and Tyq of. the methine

and ring deuterons at two different Larmor frequencies. In using the broadband

J-B sequence, the time interval r (Fig. 7(b)), which determines the puise spacing

among the first four pulses, 'ffas set to ca. 5 p,s for quadrupolar splittings less than

70 kHz' This value was reduced for larger splitting [a]. For example, if the values

of r are set to 2 ¡;s and 5.5 ¡zs, the corresponding irradiation band-widths are 150

kHz and 70 knz, respectively. Signal collection was started c¿. 10 ¡rs after each

monitoringrl4 pulse. In the nematic and smectic A or C phases, each FID sig-

nal was averaged over 128-640 scans at 46 MHz and l2ï}-Z}4gscar.s at 1b.B MHz.

The larger number of scans was required for 5O.7-d1. This number of scans rú/as

increased to 1024-2048 at 46MHz and 40g6-6t44at 15.3MHz due to the poorer ,s/l/

ratio in smectic B and G phases. The experimental uncertainty in the spin-lattice

reiaxation times was estimated to be 15% or better. The quadrupolar splittings of

the methine and ring deuterons (see Fig. 9) were determined. from deuteron NMR

spectra obtained by Fourier transforming the FID signal after a r/2 pulse. These

splittings have an experimental error of better than tL%. It should. be mentioned.
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that the splittings are temperature dependent, which was used. for temperature cal-

ibration. In our experiments, the copper-constantan thermocouple can be put only

close to the sample, so its reading does not represent the real temperature of the

sample. Fortunately there are some phase transition points in the liquid crystal

(such as -I- N, N - 5,s., Sc -,ss), whose temperatures can be d.etermined. more

accurately by observing changes in the sample texture under a microscopy. In NMR

experiments, these phase transitions may be detected through discontinuity in the

quadrupolar splittings. Then a caiibration between the temperature and the split-

ting was obtained. In the 56 and ,56 phases of 5O.7, this method is less reliable

since the splitting here is relatively insensitive to the temperature. But it is still

reasonable to assume that the thermocouple readings vary linearly with the real

sample temperatures as long as the whoie thermal circulation system was kept un-

changed except the heater current. Hence several splittings u/ere measured and the

corresponding thermocouple readings were recorded within S¿,, Sc phases and near

the ^Sc -,9s phase transition. Their relationship was then extrapolated to the ,Sr

and ,56 phases. From the thermocouple readings in these iow symmetry smectic

phases, the real sampie temperatures rvr/ere derived.
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TABLE 2 TABLE 3
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memory; cycling of the receiver phase minimized úhe quadrature images.

Figure 6 Typica.l setup of a (longitudinal) relaxation experiment. The shaded rectangle

represents a series of r.f. pulses. Time Í is a variable evolution time. The white

rectangle represents the detection pulse(s).
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Chapter 5

Rotational Dynamics of a Smectogen

Here we present our experimental data in all the mesophases for bO.Z-d1 and 50.T-

da. Figures 10 and 11 show the spectral densities versus the temperature (Tc-T)

for 5o.7-ú and 5o.7-d4, respectively, at 1b.B and 46MHz, where T6r is the clear

point, i.e., the isotropic liquid-nematic phase transition temperature. We will use

the theory outlined in Chap. 2 to discuss the data in "disordered." liquid like phases

and the theory described in Chap. 3 to discuss the results obtained from the ,,or-

dered" solid-iike phases.

5.1 In 66Disorderedt' tiquid-like phases

For clarity the spectral densities ,,I1(t,'l0) anð, J2(2uo) in the nematic, smectic A

and C phases of 5O'7-dr and 5O.7-da are plotted in figs. 12 and 13, respectively. As

seen from these figures, Jr(r) is larger than J2(2u). Both Jr(r) anð, J2(2u) increase

with decreasing temperature and show no apparent discontinuties at the N - S,q

and S¿ - ^96r phase transitions. The J2(2a) of both methine and ring deuterons are

within experimental errors independent of the Larmor frequency, while their ,I1's

are frequency dependent. Such frequency depend.ences have been obtained from

deuterated solute diethynyl-benzene (DEB-dr) dissolved in liquid crystals Merck

Phase I/ [1] and 4O'8 [2]. We found that molecular reorientation alone cannor ac-
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count for the different frequency dependences of fi(a.'o) and J2(2as). Furthermore

the frequency dependence in "I1(ø6) of the methine deuteron is substantially iarger

than that of the ring deuterons. These observations lead us to believe that director

fluctuations must contribute to .r1(øs) in the studied MHz region. In particular we

note in eq. (a7) of chap. 2 that contribution of director fluctuations depends on

the angular factor P2(cosî). The d angle for the methine and ring d.euterons are

68o and 60o, respectively. Since the value of P2(cos d) varies rapidly near the magic

angle (54.7'), we anticipate quite different effects on the experimental .I1(ø6) of the

methine and ring deuterons.

We adopt a model in which both the reorientation/internal motions and di-

rector fluctuations are effective relaxation mechanisms. The experimentai soectral

densities can be calculated using

¡{t)(ro)

4n)@o)

: r(A@ù + r{lr@o)

: /1]çz,o¡ (62)

where the subscript -R denotes the contribution from molecular rotation and the

corresponding spectral densities can be evaluated using either the third rate model

or Nordio's model. We have tried both models of molecular reorientation and found

that the third rate model in conjunction with director fl.uctuations can successfully

interpret the spectral densities measured in the present study. Thus the analyses

based on the third rate model will be given first.

In the third rate model, there are three model parameters Do, DB and D-, in
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the correlation times (p : 0) given by "q. @{ of. Chap. 2. To evaluate afi)"^*,

bfi)"^, and C*"*- coeffi.cients at each temperature, the nematic order parameter

(Pr) it first calcuiated from the quadrupolar splitting of the methine deuteron usins

eq. (29) of Chap. 2 with the assumption of zero (S,, - ,Srr¡

6rq - f,o"ott cos 02¡rr,o- lXPr) (63)

where gcD : 185 kHz arrd |¡a,q - 68" [B]. This is an approximation as chain

deuterated 5O.7 sample is unavailable at present. Ideally one must consid.er all

possible configurations [4,5] of the molecule in order to caiculate the orientational

order of an "average" conformer . o9l)"**, bg',)"*, anð. C^"*ru. are obtaìned from the

(Pz) values according to table I of Ref. 6. Two additional model parameters D¿ and

o,DF ate needed to account for the internal ring rotation and director fluctuations,

respectively. At each temperature, there are eight measured spectral d.ensities (two

fi's and two "/2's at each frequency) from which five model parameters can in

principle be determined. For simplicity, we will neglect for the moment the small

negative cross term in eq. (a7) in chap. 2. In deriving the model parameters,

smoothed lines through the data in figures 12 and 13 were used. Given a set of

model parameters, we can compute the theoretical spectral densities of the methine

and ring deuterons at each Larmor frequency using eqs. (Bg), (45) and (aZ). A

minimization routine (Amoeba) [7] was used to search for best values of the model

parameters by minimizing the sum squared error .F

F : Ð + Ð lt|:*. (*",o) - Jfi)"ø,ntç*",ùl'
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The fitting quality factor Q is given by the percentage mean-squared deviation.

(ooJ

Our attempt on minimizing F by varying Do, Dp, D, D¿ and ap¡ was met

with limited success. We found that app remains more or less constant lwith

an average value of 1'45 * 1¡0t-s/2) over the temperature range of 25"C and the

temperature dependences of all the diffusion constants except DB obey a thermally

activated behaviour. In other words, DB decreases with increasing temperature,

which seems quite unphysical. Thus, the four spectral d.ensities (two J1,s and two

.,I2's) measured at two frequencies are still insufficient to yield physical results for

all the unknown model parameters. To reduce the number of unknorvns, .we may

assume Do : Dp : D as afirst approximation. By repeating the above analyses, we

found that D, Dt and Dp now show expected temperature behaviours and. app is

essentialiy constant at the above value of 1.45 * 1go"-sl2. It would seem reasonable

to fix o,pp aîd to ailow the four diffusion constants to vary at each temperature.

We repeated the analyses with slightly different aop values and found that a value

of 1.38 x 160"-al2 works over the studied temperature range except within few

degrees of I where the a¡¡ value decreases't o r.Z5 * lgor-s/z at 7". Usinq Noack's

notation, App ís defined bV [S]

Aop : [P2(cos g)]2 app lJZtr ( 66)

The corresponding A¿¡ value for the ring deuterons is 85g4 s-3/2 (7318 s-3/2 at

7"). No App valte has been obtained for 5O.7 from NMR field-cycling experiments
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and a direct comparison with the above .4¿p values is not possible. Since App is

proportional to the square of the spectral splitting (e.g. dipolar splitting for a pair

of ring protons or quadrupolar splitting for a ring deuteron), one may estimate the

A¿r¡ value of the ring deuterons in 1O.4 to be ciose toTg40 s-3/2. This is based on

the results from the ring protons [8] at T"-T: 10oC in 1O.4_dr3. Therefore the A¿¡

values used here appear to be reasonable. In table 4, we summarize the results of

our four-parameter fit of the experimental spectral densities to the third rate model

of molecular reorientation. Theoretical spectral densities for the two deuterated

sites are also shown in figures 12 and 13 by solid and dashed curves for fi(ø) and

J2(2a), respectively. We found that the agreement between experiment and theory

is rather good in the N, s¿ and ,go phases of 5o.2. It is important to note that

director fluctuations make a large contribution to the observed ,I1's. For example, in

the middle of the N phase director fl.uctuations account for about 60% and 4T.5% of

the experimental methine Jr(ro) at 1b.B and 46 MHz, respectively, and about 2rTo

and 13% of the experimental ring Jr(ro) at these frequencies. These percentages

decrease in the smectic phases as contribution to .[ due to molecular reorientation

increases with decreasing temperature. We plot the rotational diffusion consranrs

versus the reciprocal temperature in figure 14. The 7-motion appears to noticeably

show a pre-transitional behaviour at 7". All the d.iffusion constants increase with

increasing temperature except ciose to 2". As may be seen in figures 12 and 18,

the smoothed lines from which the spectral density data were obtained for model

calculations are less reliable near 7". The apparent pre-transitional behaviours may
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be deceptive because of the larger uncertainty in the d.erived model parameters

than what the error bars indicate in figure 14. The error bars are estimated by

varying the model parameter under consideration while keeping the other three

model parameters identical to those for minimum f', to give a doubling in the f'

value. The activation energy Eo for the a-, B- and ring motions is 2b kJ/mol, 40

kJ/mol and 120 kJ/mol, respectively. The apparent Eo for the 7-motion is ca. 2!

kJ/mol' We found that the 7-motion is fastest, followed by ihe c-motion an¿ then

the B-motion' The rate of aniline ring rotation is comparable to the t-, þ-motions

in the nematic phase and becomes slower in the smectic A and C phases. The high

activation energy for Dp may be an indication that ring flips have become hindered

or even frozen in the ^93 phase. Another possibility is that Dp has the largest error

bar, especially at low temperatures where its small values make it unimportant in

comparison with the correlation times of molecular reorientation. We have tried to

inciude the negative cross term in eq. @7) keeping the same o¡rp values and found

that the Q-factors at several temperatures deteriorate by at least a factor of ten.

Furthermore the derived values of. DB and D" decrease with increasing temperature.

Thus the cross term is either inappropriate or the assumption of 200 MHz for the

cutoff frequency is incorrect for 50.7.

Finally, we like to comment on Nordio's model. In a recent study of internal

dynamics [a] in 1O.a-d13, Nordio's model is found to be inferior in comparison with

the third rate model. A similar case can be made here except the evidence is not

as compelling. Since the contribution from director fluctuations shoutd be same
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regardless of which model of molecular reorientation is used, the same øDF values

are used in conjunction with Nordio's model. There are two model parameters

D¡¡ and Dl which appear in the correlation times (eq. (41)) plus Dpfot internai

ring rotations. A three-parameter fit of the experimental methine and ring data to

Nordio's model produces similar Q's as in table 4. The results are summarized in

table 5. Although the Q-factors are comparable to those for the third rate model,

the prediction that the tumbling motion is faster than the spinning motion of the

molecule (Dr > D¡¡) for the entire studied temperature range, is uniikely to be

correct for a rodlike molecule tike 5O.7. Furthermore, D¡ exhibits a wrong tem-

perature dependence. 'We 
therefore have to rule out Nordio's model as acceptable

for 50.7. It would be useful to have chain deuterated 50.7 to further support this

finding.

In conclusion, director fluctuations are important in relaxing the deuteron spins

of 5O.7 in the nematic, smectic A and C phases. This is apparently not the case

[a] in 1O.4 at 15.3 MHz because of its lower clearing temperature. For example,

at T" - T - 25oC, the .rr of methine deuteron in 1O.4 is a factor of four lareer

than that of 5O.7. Thus the contribution from molecular reorientation is dominant

in 1o.4, at least at temperatures not ciose to T". Both 1o.4 and 5o.z appear to

favour the third rate model of moiecular reorientation.

5"2 In 66Orderedtt Solid-like Phases

It is apparent in figures 10 and 11 ihat there are discontinuities in fi(ø) and
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J2(2a) at the Sc-S¡ phase transition. Figures 15 and 16 present the spectral d.ensi-

ties versus Tc -T in the ^9¡ and,56 phases of.5C-.7-ú and 5O.T-d4, respectively.

Over the whole range of smectic B and G phases, both fi(ø) and J2(2a) are fre-

quency dependent and change smoothly through SB - Sc phase transition for the

methine and ring deuterons. The ftlJ2 ratio is near 1 for the methine deuteron

and is much larger for the ring deuterons. Furthermore, the frequency dependences

of spectral densities are more pronounced for the ring deuterons. Since the internal

ring rotation in the smectic C phase has substantially slowed down, it is reasonable

to assume that ring rotation is frozen (D*:0) in the smectic ts and G phases of

5O.7. Then the difference in spectral densities between the methine deuteron and

ring deuterons must due exclusively to the geometric factors of C-D bond of these

two kinds of deuterons. To account for the frequency dependences of .I1(c.,') and

J2(2u), some restricted motional mechanisms must be invoked. Biased 7-motions

in "ordered" smectic phases have been detected by ttC NMR and la-ly' NQR [o]. It

is clear that director fluctuations are unimportant in these phases.

Using the restricted libration model (eq. (53)) to fit the spectral density data

in 5s and ,Sç phases, there are four model parameters Do, DB, Dø and do. A

computer program is written using Amoeba to minimize lhe.F. It is found that the

DB values are very small (- 104 s-1) compared with those of the Do (- 106 s-1)

and D6 (- 10e s-1). Furthermore, putting Dp:0 makes trivial difference on the

minimized F value. Theoretical spectral densities (soiid and dashed lines for "Ir(¿¿o)

and J2(2ao), respectiveiy) are shown in fi.gures 15 and 16. It is seen that the agree-
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ment between the experiment and theory is quite good, especially in the ,Ss phase.

The fits in the ,56r phase show some systematic deviations but still within the ex-

perimental errors except at very low temperatures, where ,9/lú ratio is reaily poor.

Furthermore, the short fi values at the low temperature end of the ^9c phase, c.a, B

ms, ha,ve made these measurements difficult and less reliable. We note that for the

methine deuteron, the experimental JtlJ, ratios at 46 MHz are slightly bigger than

1, whereas the corresponding theoretical ratios are slightly less than 1. Aithough

the deviation is within the experimental errors, further accurate experimental data

are needed for better fitting. The rotationai diffusion constants versus the recip-

rocal temperature are plotted in figure 77, D6 describes biased libration about the

long molecular axis and shows the normal temperature behaviour, i.e. it decreases

with decreasing temperature. 'We notice that the D4 value in the ,S¡ phase near the

Sc - SB phase transition is c.a. 3.5x 10s s-l, while its analogous D" value in the ,9c

phase [Fig. (t+)] near ,96: -,9p phase transition is c.ø. 4.4xl0s f s. Thus ihe diffusion

constant for the 7-motion does not show a drastic change at this phase transition.

However, the activation energy Eo for D6 þ.a. 42 KJ lrrriol) is higher than that of

D-, (c.a. 2l KJ lmol). The apex angie /e varies slightly around 200" in smectic B

and G phases, so the libration angular amplitude is about +100". It seems that

the /s decreases with decreasing temperature accord.ing to figure 18, which is quite

reasonable because the lower the temperature, the more biased the 7-motion is.

The molecular motion towa¡ds the director is strongly hindered (DB - 0) due to

the close hexagonai packing within each layer in smectic B and G phases. The
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a-motion is much slower than the biased libraiion around the molecular z-axis.

The D. values in these "ordered" smectic phases are more or less the same, c.ø.

3 x 106 s-1. Because of the small Do values, the a-motion is very slow and is hard

to be determined in the present study. This could expiain the apprent increase of

Do with decreasing temperature in the ,93 phase which is unphysical.

Finally, we like to comment on biaxial phases. Generally, for cylindrical sym-

metric molecules, as long as the director is parallel the external field, the biaxial

terms do not contribute to the spectral densities (8q.. (59-60)). Smectic C phase

was probably the first mesophase to be recognized as biaxial. When treating spin

relaxation in smectic C phases [10], it was assumed that effects of phase biaxiality

are small and may be neglected. It is already known that the director is aligned

by the external magnetic field in smectic C phases [11]. There are no d.iscontinu-

ities at the ,S¿ - ,Sc and at the Sn - Sc phase transitions in our spectral density

data for 5O.7. The results of Berggren et aI.ll2l were based on Nordio's diffusion

model, which could be applied to the .9s phase. One can extend their results for

the third-rate model in a manner described by Vold and Votd [13]. According to

equations (59-60), the biaxial terms vanish in the expressions of spectral densities

when the director is parallel io the external field. It is not surprising to see that

the spectral densities vary smoothly through SB -,56 phase transition, since the

director is aligned while the layers are tilted in the 56 phase of 5O.z l1a].

In conclusion, the uniaxial restricted model appears to work in both 56 and ,56

phases of 5O.7. Perhaps the siow a- motion needs further inspection, especially in
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the ,5¡ phase. To further study biaxial phases, anguiar dependent relaxation rates

must be carried out.

Table 4

Results of four-parameter minimization of sum squared error between experimental spectral density

data to the third rate model of molecular reorientation. Director fluctuations (ø¿¡) contribuie to

..I1 's whose values are fixed.

T("C) (Pù app(s-}/z)

76.5 0.38 1.25 x 106

74.5 0.44 1.30 x 106

72.5 0.49 1.38 x 106

70.0 0.53 1.38 x 106

67.5 0.57 1.38 x 106

62.5 0.67 1.38 x 106

57.5 0.74 1.38 x 106

52.5 0.78 1.38 x 106

D,("-t) DBG-')

2.14 x 10s 1.13 x lOs

2.22 x I}e 1.16 x 10e

2.05 x 10e 1.14 x 10e

2.09 x 10e 0.91 x 10e

1.96 x 10e 0.82 x 10e

1.63 x 10e 0.68 x 10s

1.39 x 10e 0.58 x 10e

1.18 x 10s 0.45 x 10s

Dr(r-t) Dn("-t)

6.47 x 10s 2.07 x 10e

6.45 x 10e 1.61 x 10e

7.25 x I}e 1.02 x 10e

7.49 x 10e 0.89 x 10e

7.39 x 10e 0.67 x 10e

6.87 x 10e 0.44 x 10e

5.80 x 10s 0.17 x 10e

4.71 x 10e 0.09 x 10e

a

0.005

0.005

0.026

0.040

0.018

0.005

0.049

0.065
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Table 5

Results of three-parameter minimization of sum squared error between experimental spectral density

data to Nordio's model. aDp values are identicar to those given in table 4.

T("C) D¡¡(r-t) Dr(r-t) D¿(r-t)

77.5 2,96 x 10e 2.91 x 10e 2.27 x I}e

72.5 2.40 x 10e 4.54 x 10e 1.g5 x 10e

67.5 2.00 x 10e 5.09 x 10e 1.60 x 
.10s

62.5 1.23 x 10e 5.75 x 10s 1.20 x 10s

57.5 0.70 x i08 5.6g x 10s 0.57 x 10e

52.5 0.40 x 108 5.21 x 10e 0.26 x 10e

a

0.025

0.048

0.050

0.041

0.067

0.120
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temperature in "ordered" solid-like phases. Error bars are estimated by doubling the

F value obtained in the miniinization (see text).
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Chapter 6

Brief Summarv

Nuclear spin relaxation measurements can be used to stud.y the molecular d.ynamics

in liquid crystals. The present deuterium NMR study of 5O.7 shows that molecules

involve quite different dynamical mechanisms in "disordered" liquid-like phases from

those in "ordered" solid-like phases. In the "disordered." liquid-like phases (N, S,¿,

and ,56r), the molecular reorientation and director fluctuations are responsible for

the observed spectral densities. The contribution to ../r due to director fl.uctuations

has a characteristic u-t/2 dependence. By modeling the experimental data, the

third-rate model is appropriate in describing molecular rotations whereas Nordio,s

model is not' The 7-motion is fastest, followed by the a-motion and B-motion. In

addition to molecular reorientation, ring rotation about the para-axis of a phenyl

ring should be taken into account. Internal rotations in the chains are not dealt

with in the present study. In the "ordered" solid-like phases (,96 and ^g6), the

7-motion is founded to be restricted within an apex angle /6. The ring rotation

is quenched, the B-motion is strongly hindered and the a-motion becomes much

siower due to hexagonal close packings of molecules within each layer. In biaxial

phases, spectral densities show phase biaxiality only if the director is oriented away

from the external field. An important implication is that future study of phase

biaxiality should concentrate on the angular dependences of the spectral densities.
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Appendix A

Rotations, Euler Angles and 'wigner Rotation Matrices

There are two primary reasons for looking at rotations in NMR of liquid crystals.

First, rotational motion of the spin-bearing molecules d.etermines in part relaxation

behaviour of the spin system. Second, one or more r/ pulse(s) in NMR experiments

has the effect of rotating the spin angular momentum of the spin system. Therefore,

we need to deal with spatial rotations of the spin system and. with spin rotations.

The connection between rotations and angular momentum (.r*) is expressed by a

rotation operator

Æ"(f¿):expl-igíøñ] (67)

where â is a unit vector directed aiong an axis n. The operaror represents a rotation

about the n axis by angie f). The derivation of eq. (67) can be found in most

quantum mechanics texts' It can be shown that the rotation operator is unitary

(i'e' R-r : Ãt). In coordinate system transformation, a positive rotation of angle f)

about an axis n is to rotate the two perpendicular axes by the right-hand rule (i.e.

with the thumb pointing along the positive n axis, the perpendicular plane moves

in the direction of the fingers wrapped around the axis of rotation). In other word.s,

when looking in the direction of the rotation axis, a positive rotation means that the

remaining two axes rotate clockwise. Consider a coodinate system transformation

that takes one set of axes (x, Y, z) into another set (x, y, z) which shares the same
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origin. This change can always be obtained by three successive rotations, i.e.

R(o, þ,t) : R"(t)R*(þ)Rz(")

p¡,^ : R(o, þ,.f) Tt,^R-'(o,0,1)

: Ð Dt^,,* (o,0,1) Tt,^,
n1,l

(68)

where the Euier angles (f-¿ = (o,0,7)) that produce the coordinate system trans-

formation are given in figure 3 in Chapter 1. From the figure, ïye see that first we

rotate by angle a about tlne Z axis (-R,(e)), then rotate by angle B about the nodal

line l/, and finally about the z axis by angle 7. An equivalent rotational operator

using rotations about the original axis system is

R(o, 0,'Y) : Rs(a)Rv(fiRz(t) (6e)

Note the order reversal from eq. (63) of the rotations with angles a and. 1. We

wiil use the Euler angles and the transformation of coordinate axes accord.ing to eq.

(68). For example, our "original X, Y, Z frame" to "final r,U, z frame', can be from

the laboratory frame to the principal axes of an interaction tensor (in its principal

axis system, we use p¡,^ to denote an irreducible spherical tensor). When a rotation

of a coordinate system is performed (by a rotational operator R), the irreducible

spherical tensor component Tt,^ is transformed into a linear combination of the set

of. 2J * 1 operators T¡.^,

(70)

where Dt^,,*(Q) denote Wigner rotation matrices of rank "I. The subscripts of

the Wigner functions are projection indices and denote components of the anqular
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+
momentum .I. The elements of the'Wigner matrix are given according to eq. (6g)

Dt^,,^(o, þ,1) : expl-im'ald.r^,,*(p) exp l-irn1] (71)

where d,t^,,^(P) are the corresponding reduced Wigner matrices.

\Me now summarize some basic properties of the Wigner matrices as follows:

1. Symmetry

D!n,,*(o, þ,1) : (-I¡*'-^ O!^,,-*(o, g,l) : D*,,^Gl, -0,-a) (72)

2. The product of two Wigner matrices of different ranks can be expressed in

terms of the Clebsch-Gord.an series.

D!,ii,*,(e)Dh,;,*,(e) : Ð c(L1L2L;m,rm,rm,)
L.m.mt

xC(L1L2L;m1m2m)Dk,,*(A) (23)

where C(L1L2L;rn1m2rn) : C(LLL2L;m1m2) denote the Clebsch-Gordan co-

efficients with rn - rrll * mz.

3. The Wigner matrices are orthogonal due to

1 f 2n f2t, t'lr

* J, J, J" D",,li,^,(o,0,t)DL'i,*,(a,8,1)dasi'- Bd,Bd,7

: 
; u 6^|^L 6*'^" 6L'L' (74)

4. Closure

|t rlt't



Ð n"*,*(ot, Êt,7t)D*,^,(az, þz,lz) : Dt*.^,(o, þ,1)

D|,*(o, þ,1) : C¡,-*(0,1)

( rÐJ

where the Euler angles (o,þ,1) are the resultant of two successive rotations

by angles (rt,0r,7r) foliowed by angles (az,/z,1'z).

Finally, from properties 2 and 3 we find

1 f2" l2n fÍ
* J" J, J " 

r",n'r,,n,(Q) D1';,*,(Q) DL;L-,^,(f¿)dc¿ :
1

2L, + 76^'7+m'"'rn! 
6^7].^2'*3

xC(L1L2\;m'rm'r)C(L1L2fu;múnz) (76)

The Wigner rotation matrix elements are related to the modified (or normalized)

spherical harmonics by

DL,o(o, 0,,1) : C ¡,-*(B , a) : YJ,-^ (77)

(78)
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Appendix B

Diffusion Equation for Relaxation

8.1 Correlation Functions

In a stochastic Markovian process,

uniaxial molecule can be written as

the orientational correlation function for a

c",1,^(t) : | |aaraap(CI0)Då;(CI0)

xp(Oslf¿r)D";,"(A) (7e)

where for simplicity, we use rn and n to represent the m7, the projection index in the

laboratory frame and rn'¡¡, the projection index in the molecular frame, respectively.

0: (o,B,7) denotes the Euler angles, P(f¿olC¿¿) is the conditional probability of

finding a molecule at orientation ,Q at time ú if the orientation of the moiecuie

was f)s at, t :0, and the equilibrium probability, ,P(CI) is given by the Boltzmann

distribution:

P(f¿) : exp[-Il(f))lkT]
/ df) expf-u(o)lkTl

where k is the Boltzmann constant and ? is the temperature. t/(fl) is the potential

of mean torque acting on the molecule 11], and its symmetry is determined by the

symmetry of the molecule and that of the mesophase. For cylindrical molecules in

the uniaxial phase, the poteniial of mean torque is governed by the B angle only,

i.e. U(A) : U(P). For uniaxial molecules in biaxial mesophase" (Drn symmetry),

(80)
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the potential of mean torque depends on two Euler angles, i.e. u(a) : IJ(a, þ) tz].

Now the effective anisotropic potentiai U(CI) can be expanded in terms of Wigner

matrices as

ry:Ðo,,n{o@,g) (81)

If the molecular reorientation takes place through a sequence of small angular steps,

the evolution of the conditionai probabiliiy P(CIg|C¿ú) can be d.escribed [B] by a

differential equation for the diffusion process as

ôp(CIolc¿¿) __rr ry*oltu+ro(W)l"qn,¡nr¡ (82)ôt tr"o' L \ Æ¿ /J

where Lp : (L,rLorL") is a component of a dimensionless angular momentum

operator i, and. D it . rotational diffusion tensor. Here we take Nordio's model

in which the diffusion tensor is diagonal in a molecular frame. For a symmetric

top molecule we have D1, the diffusion coefficient of the molecular z axis and D¡¡,

the diffusion coefficient around the molecular z axis as introduced in Chapter 2.

The diffusion anisotropy parameter is defined as rl : DlllDr. The above diffusion

equation becomes

1 aP(c¿olf¿ú)

Dt 0t - l', + u (r'.ffi) ]'tn. ¡n,¡

- I'z 
+ r" (r,ffi) ] "rn. 

¡n'¡

-rltt + r" (r,"#)] 
"1n.¡n,¡

irlclo¡ot¡ (83)

where i i. th" d.iffusion operator which, for the purpose of numericai calculations,



can be rewritten using unitary transformation as

f _ t-tl210)f, P'/'(Q)

I r / rrrtlç22 , 'f r¡z2v\{_ , v .1__ , v o)\ _L ( ,, u(CI)\ l,. u(CI)\
L'-t\" kr ) -¿\"* kr )\'* kr )
r (- u(CI) \ '?l

- 4n \I'"-ã ) ) 
(84)

where P(CI) is given in eq. (80), the nobla operator Vz : Lr, + Ll + rlLl and

L+ : L, +. iLy is the angular momentum step operator. The diffusion equation in

this symmetrized form is given by

Plclo 
¡ 
clt¡ : p-r / z 

çg)p(CI. lf¿ú)pllr(CI' )

(85)

where

(86)

is the symmetrized conditional probability. Now the symmetrized. diffusion equa-

tion is easily solved using a matrix representation in a basis of normalized Wiener

matrices [a] (see also Appendix A)

oL*^ça¡: (87)

In particular,

Pçclo¡clt¡ : Ð cr^n({to,ÐDL^*(o) (88)
Ltnn

where the expansion coefficients, CL*n, are evaluated by using the initial condition

rlClo¡Clo¡ : ó(f) - CIo) ro give

(2L + 7)l8r2Dh,(o)

Ct*n(dìo,O) : DLå@o) (8e)



By substituting Eq. (ss) in Eq. (85), multiplying both sides on the left by D"å(A)

and integrating over f), a system of linear differential equations is obtained.

In solving the above iinear differential equations, a unitary eigenvector matrix î"

which diagonalizes the self-adjoint diffusion matrix -Ê' should be introduced

*tn : acçt¡

(Ê") 
",^,"^ 

: I aao"^:-@)iDL^,@)

îì"x" : inî"

where f is a diagonal matrix that contains the eigenvalues of -Ê".

solution is

c"(t) : X" exp(tD¡f"¡çx"¡rc"ço¡

(e0)

(ei)

ror'\\"' )

The formal

(e3)

Considering ihe matrix elements of. X" and substituting the zero time coeffi.cients,

we obtain

c hn({l o,¿ ) : I I (-t" ) ro, K exp (t D Lnk) Ø \T, o,, xD{i ; ça o¡
K Jtøl

(e4)

where 1{ is used to label the eigenvalues of the diffusional matrix, .R". Using the

un-normaJ.ized Wigner matrices here, the symmetrized conditional probability can

be written as

P(r¿olo¿) : _ IÐÐ JzJ +r\trJ, +I\ vl , Br2 Kq Jp Jtpr

x (X n 
) t r,t< exp(t D rîqÐ (i q 

) t, r,,x

xn{o@)o/i;(c¿.)
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According to the asymptotic condition

lim P(C¿olf¿ú) : P(CI) (e6)

All the exponentials in Eq. (95) decay to zero at infinite time except for the one

corresponding to the zero eigenvalue, f$. The long time behavior of the symmetrized

conditional probability, obtained as

üm P(f¿olo¿) : pt/2(es)P'/'(e)
t+oo

1,: *rÐ Ð ttrJ,,+yrÆT+r
Jil,pt, Jt,tptt,

x(io)¡,,o,,,o(io)¡,,,r,,,,on{'}oçA¡n'";(Qo) (gT)

Substituting Eq. (95) and Eq. (97) to Eq. (79), the correlation functions can be

expressed as

-

G*;,^ : I exp(fDr-r?) )-- I t ^l ,\'! 
*',¿\?J: *') 

,K " ur, 
fr' t7*" \(2J" + I)(2J"' + 7)

x (i" ) 4,x (X" ) t, r,,x (io ) ¡,,,*, - r,o(io ) t,,,,*- r,,o

xC(L, J', J"';n-¿, -p')C(L, J', J"'1n, -n)

xC(L' , J, J";^' , -p)C(L' , J, J";n, -n)

: Ð(uh\àa explt@!^1,,)yl (es)
K

where C(A,B,C;d,e) is the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient.

8.2 Spectral Densities

The spectral d.ensity $!?)^,çr¡ is given by a sum of Fourier-Laplace transfor-
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mations of the correlation functions in Eq. (gS)

tt!?)*,çr¡ - Ð l"niö"ntí5ru,^, 
fo* 

c",,1,^(t)exp(-iut)dt (99)
nr¿t

where Akiö" and Bf¡(¡are single particle properties which are modulated by molec-

ular reorientation. For deuteron NMR experiments, .t : L, : 2. A : B :
t'--

1f 3l2trqçpdt"o(0), where d is the angle between the molecular z axis and the princi-

pai z axis of the efg tensor (i.e. the direction of C-D bond). The spectral densities

for a uniaxial molecule in biaxial phases are given by

r '| ' 3t" ))rDlor-"ft>JtÐffir11t\Q): -V\%ct 
n K

(100)

8.3 Calculations

In the calculations presented here, we investigate the simplest and most impor-

tant case for the potential of mean torque, that is, only the second rank contribution

to the potential of the mean torque is retained. Then

u(a' 0\
kT 

L : azo(T)Pz(cos B) + a22(T)lD?o@, þ) + D2_20(a,0)l (101)

where a2-z: cI22wãs assumed l5]. Then the symmetrized diffusion operator given

by Eq. (84) can be evaluated, which are

(D";,,1- v'lDh^l : Í-L(L + 1) - nr(q - !)16¡,¡.6*,^

-,Æf =la¡olr(r +r)l2\/2L' l l "to

C(L, J,, L';*' - p,p)C(L, J, L';n,,0)6^,^,-o
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rnL, t! (r,.u("'Ð\ (r, u(o,É)\ ntL t\u¡n,nt+ \"+ - i \"- kr )tumnt

JlETl \- r ^mkka¡Pol'll J(J +7)J'(t +7)

J+J'

t c(J, J', J";p,,p')c(J,, J,, J,,;1, -1)
J',_lJ _J, 

I

C(L, J",L';*' - p - p',p t p')C(L, J", L';n,0)6*,*,_o_o,

In the above derivations, the following relations have been used:

V'Dt^* : lL(L+ t) +(ry -t)n2lDL*^

L,Dk, : nDL^*

L+DL**: @2"

Then, the matrix elements of i are given by

@L;, "ltlDL-,) 
: (Ê") z, *, rn

(102)

(i03)

(i04)

(i05)

I-L(L + 1) - ,'(n -L) + Ko)61¡,6*,^

JrT+ r r., t1/ r I

--AtÇt 
1 ,2,, L'1m' ,,0)C(L,2, L',;n,0)6^,^

\/zLt + r

\/2L+7 ,,,.,,,--:E=------- lt zl U' I l', 2, L' ; m' - 2, 2) 6 
^,^, -2,/2L' + t ,

C (L,2, L' ; ^' + 2,, -2)6^,,,, +zlC (L,2, L' ; n, 0)

JlE+r r, ^,7 ,: 
--l{zÇ(L,4,, 

L'1m' ,0)C(L,4, L';n,0)6*,*
\/zLt + 7



+ EÆ Nrlc(L,4,L';m' - 4,4)6^,^,-a' Jñ! +t

+ C(L,4,L';*' +4,-4)6^,^,+4lC(L,4,L';n,0) (106)

The following constants have been used in the above equation

I{o : -lrl"Z, t- oZ,)

Kt: -Jazo-TrT"l"-o7r)

K2 : -3azz +|oroor, (107)

K3 : $is4. + o7r) 
.

r2 6ls
^4 : il 50'oo"

t,
K6 : ,r,l u"Z,

For uniaxial phases, L : L' :2 for deuteron and a22: 0 which makes K2 - I(4 -

Ks - 0. The matrix elements of I are identical to zero unless rn' : nz. In this limit

case, we replace the projection indices rnj n and K by *2, my andj, respectively

and rewrite the eq. (98) as foilows

G'^ r*, : Ð(b?^ "^- 
)i "xn [t(oT r^ ) ¡l

J

(108)

Comparing the above equation with Eq. (37) in Chapter 2, It is realized that this

is just the expression of Volds' numerical results.
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